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Preface
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between various data allocation methods.
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acknowledge my reader Major Daniel Reyen, for his help and
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and a large measure of respect goes to my other reader, Captain
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into every aspect of my research, and an appreciation of what

it means to be a true engineer. A special thanks to my

friends, Fr. Joe, Debra, Patti, Cheryl, Beckie, Jeff and Beth
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%Abstract

The objective of this research was to find a method to

solve the problem of deciding the best means for allocating

data in a distributed data base. A decision function which

considered system response times of update and query messages,

storage cost of data items, and execution cost for allocating

data was proposed. Additionally, the decision function allowed

weighting of decision criteria to tailor the selection to

specific network conditions. Five data allocation methods were

evaluated for a given test network. The allocation methods

were automated to facilitate future research efforts.

The test network was implemented as a simulation model

consisting of six nodes and eight data items. The simulation

model was both verified and validated. Statistical analysis

was performed on selected outputs of the model. Normalized

data from the simulation model, normalized output of the

automated allocation methods and scenarios of weighted decision

criteria for certain network conditions were evaluated by the

decision function. The utility of the decision function was

demonstrated through comparison of the results of each

scenario. The impact of the research results were discussed

and areas of future research were presented.

vii



DESIGN METHODOLOGY FOR ALLOCATING DATA IN

A DISTRIBUTED DATABASE

I. Introduction

Background

The Army Maneuver Control System (MCS) is a distributed

command and control system, supporting the operations section

(G3/S3) from the battalion to the Corps level. The planning

cycle of the operations section is time critical. The MCS's

response time to updates (changes in data) and queries

(request for information) is essential to an efficient

planning cycle.

The allocation of data in a distributed database affects

the response time of updates and queries at each node in the

distributed network. If data is locally replicated at

several nodes, then a local query can be processed faster

than a query requiring communication to another node for the

* -. required data. However, an update at one node must be

- .5
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repeated for all other locations where the data is stored,

requiring longer processing time than an update to a single

storage location. An optimal allocation scheme for each data

item in the database which minimizes use of the

communications network subject to these conflicting time

options is desired.

Often, algorithms which solve optimal allocation

problems for large networks are cost prohibitive in terms of

computation time or special resources required (such as a

fast parallel processor). The designer of a network must

still meet the user's response time needs for updates and

queries to data items, while trying to maintain low

utilization of the network which can change dynamically. Use

of heuristics in assigning data items may reduce the cost of

solving the problem, but the trade off may be other than an

optimal solution. A thesis by Odus Harwood [Harwood] offered

several possible heuristics for assigning data within the

MCS.

Definitions

"A database management system (DBMS) consists of a

collection of interrelated data or a set of programs to

access that data. The key terms used to describe data bases

are defined in the following discussion" [Korth and

Silberschatz,l].

"The collection of data is usually referred to as the

database" (Korth and Silberschatz, 1]. When the data is kept

2
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* at dispersed locations or several computers can interface

with different parts of the data then this is a distributed

database system [Ullman, 409].

A distributed database has several advantages. The

overall storage requirement for the database is distributed

over more than one node. Access time for data stored is

reduced compared to access time over links to a centralized

database node. For a given relation "r" there are different

means to do the distribution.

Replication. The system maintains several identical
replicas (copies) of the relation. Each replica is
stored in a different site, resulting in data
replication. The alternative to replication is to

* store only one copy of relation r.

Fragmentation. The relation is partitioned into several
* fragments. Each fragment is stored in a different site.

Replication and Fragmentation. This is a combination
of the above two notions. The relation is partitioned
into several fragments. The system maintains several
identical replicas of each such fragment
[Korth and Silberschatz, 408].

Replication of data at several nodes that need the data

would decrease local processing time. However, updating the

data is made more complex as it must be updated at all

replicated sites. This increases the communication cost.

Replication also increases reliability of the database

system. "in some applications (e.g., military ones), even

short down times due to hardware failures are completely

intolerable, hence the need for redundancy" [Tannenbaum,

441].

3



In many distributed database management systems the

multiple processors (computers) are connected by a

communications network. The MCS is one such system. The

connecting tactical communication system includes satellite

channels, microwave links, and single channel FM radio. The

speed of transfer of data from a disk or the computer's cache

memory is much faster than the transfer of data over the

tactical communications network. "The consequence of this

assumption about communication is that the transfer of data

between computers becomes a bottleneck, and most of the

issues unique to distributed systems concern ways of dealing

with this bottleneck" [Ullman, 4091.

P robl1em

It is not known what the best method for allocation of

data is for a distributed database such as the MCS. Given

the nodes and their configuration in the network, the rate by

node and data item of updates and queries, and the desired

response time (performance criteria) for update and query

transactions, the problem is to determine the methodology

which most efficiently (in terms of computational time and

cost of required resources) allocates data items within the

performance criteria of the network and minimizes use of the

communications network in terms of time.

Scope

This study uses a simulation model to evaluate three

heuristic allocation schemes and two optimal allocation

4
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% b schemes. The performance measures used in the comparison

are average system completion time for an update and query

message for both local and remote access to data.

The optimal allocation schemes for the two cases of

nonredundant and redundant storage are based on a numerical

algorithm solution. The heuristic methods include total

replication, nonredundant storage based on the least update

cost algorithm from Harwood's thesis, and nonredundant

storage based on the greatest query rate algorithm, also from

Harwood's thesis.

Assumptions

1. The Communications Network of Figure 1.1 is reliable.

2. There is sufficient storage available at each node to hold

the required database. This removes storage as a

constraint on the data allocation schemes.

3. The model uses estimated update and query rates and

assumes Poisson distribution for arrivals, as actual rates

and distributions of message arrivals for the MCS are not

available.

4. The measurement criterion is based on average system

values at steady state of an update or a query message

which is processed locally or remotely.

5. The results obtained from this network can be generalized

to similar configured networks with different parameters.

5
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Figure 1.1. Network Configuration
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R. . Approach

A simulation model of a six node network was written in

the simulation language SLAM II (Pritsker]. SLAM II was the

language of choice due to its networking capability and its

availability on several host computers. The model network

parameters were held constant for each different allocation

scheme, two system loads, and two queuing effects. This

allowed comparison of chosen system parameters to the

relative affects of each allocation method at two loads under

two queuing disciplines.

The simulation model's output values for the selected

system parameters were the basis of the allocation

comparisons. Because of the importance of the model's

output, the model had to be both verified and validated.

Verification is ensuring that the code is functioning

properly as intended. SLAM II trace and summary report tools

were used to verify and debug network code.

Validation is checking that the right model was built.

Comparison to actual system parameter measurements is the

best method of validating a model's output. For this model

it was not possible as actual data was not available. The

focus of the thesis was on a design methodology rather than

an exact model of the MCS. The comparison of relative

goodness of the different allocation methods should still be

IP valid for the given network, even if parameters turn out
J

later not to match actual system times. The model's

7



parameters can be changed later to reflect more accurate

system times as more data on the MCS becomes available.

After the initial model network was verified, the

simulation was run with data based on the allocation methods

holding the input load of update and query rates constant

across each method and having the same queuing discipline for

the central processing unit (CPU) resource at each node. The

effect of a priority queue, based on message type, versus a

first in first out (FIFO) queue for the CPU resource was also

tested. The five allocation methods, two loading levels, and

two queuing affects made for a total of 20 experimental

conditions tested. The simulation was rerun based on each of

the alternate conditions holding all other conditions

constant.

The changes to the input rates for both updates and

queries and location of each data item were coded in the

initial model to be read from external ASCII files. The

destination for routing and the source node for the minimum

query path were fixed in SLAM II code requiring separate

network code for each allocation method. The queuing

discipline for the CPU resource was also hard coded in the

SLAM II network code.

Pilot runs were made for each alternative to determine

* the length of each simulation run and a sufficient number of

replication runs to have the data meet a statistical standard

of 95% confidence and an error tolerance of plus or minus 15

8
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seconds. The performance measures selected were compared for

each of the different conditions, based on the simulation

model output.

An analysis of variance of the simulation model's

selected output tested the null hypothesis that there was no

difference in the average system response times of update

local, update remote, query local, or query remote response

times due to the different allocation methods, loads, queuing

disciplines, or their interactions. Duncan's range tests

were performed on all main affects and any interactive

affects where the null hypothesis was rejected. The range

tests helped to gain insight into any statistical difference

between allocation methods for a given set of conditions.

A decision model was proposed for selecting between the

different allocation methods. Additional factors that were

not directly considered in the cost function, such as storage

cost of the allocation and resource cost to execute the

allocation algorithms, were included in the decision model.

The decision model was run for estimated weights or

importance put on each factor in the decision model.

"2 9
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II. Background

Summary of Current Knowledge

Optimal allocation of data attempts to minimize the time

required to process distributed database queries and updates

by minimizing the cost of communication over the underlying

network, subject to constraints put on the cost function of

the network. If the information is not available at the

local database, then a request must be made to the

distributed database for the information. The required data

must then be transferred over the communications network to

the requesting node. If multiple copies of data are kept at

*nodes requesting it, the communication cost due to queries is

reduced. The trade-off is the increased communication cost to

maintain the concurrency of the redundant data. When the

data item is changed, all duplicates of the item must be

changed. The balance between these options in designing the

distribution of data in a distributed database management

system has been the object of much research.

Chu's Allocation Approach

Wesley W. Chu is one of the first to research file

allocation with duplication in a model of a multiple computer

system. According to Chu, "The overall operating cost

related to the file is considered to consist of transmission

and storage costs" [Chu, 885]. A set of equations for the

cost between each node of the model represents the computer

16
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system transmission cost and is the cost function which is to

be minimized. This function is subject to constraints which

involve the variables in the objective function. Chu

constrained each node to hold only as many files as there was

available memory. The optimal solution is the solution of

these constraint equations which minimizes the overall

operating cost equation.

Chu used the properties of his M/D/i network to

* calculate the average queuing delay for each node. The M/D/l

notation means the message interarrivals are exponentially

distributed, the queue server time is deterministic, and

there is only one server. Each node's queuing delay due to

message traffic was constrained to be less than a fixed upper

bound. It is not possible to use Chu's problem formulation

with networks which may have different distribution of server

time or multiple servers. The calculation for more general

network's queueing delay is not as straight forward nor

always possible.

The transmission cost for requests in Chu's network

depended on both where a request was originated and where the

data items were stored. This resulted in "... solving a

non-linear zero-one programming problem" [Chu, 887]. Chu

transformed his cost function through additional constraints

into a linear zero-one integer problem.

Zero-one or binary integer programming assigns a 1 to a

% variable if a condition is met (such as a file is allocated



to a node); otherwise it assigns a 0. Storage and

transmission times are expressed in terms of the file

allocation to a node. This type of problem is very complex

and often is not solvable for an optimal solution. Chu added

additional constraint equations to transform the problem into

a linear zero-one programming problem, a problem solvable

with known linear programming techniques such as branch and

bound.

Although Chu gave a method to convert the problem to a

linear zero-one programming problem, it required 2N

additional constraints where N is the number of nodes in the

network. This makes converting large network problems

impracticable, due the exponential growth of the required

additional constraints.

Morgan and Levin's Approach

Howard Morgan and Dan Levin's model added complexity to

the previous problem. Their model assumed a dependency

between the location of the program requesting the data or

initiating the update and the data's location in the model.

The main costs considered were the communication cost of

updates and queries and the storage cost. The resulting

equation of their model was a non-linear zero-one programming

problem [Levin and Morgan, 316-318]. "Applying a brute force

method of reducing the non-linear problem to a linear

zero-one problem would leave us with an unmanageable problem

"[Levin and Morgan, 317]. The brute force method refers to

12
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Chu's method of converting a non-linear to a linear zero-one

program.

The individual allocation of each file was determined

using a parallel processing machine, the hypercube (Levin and

Morgan 317-3191. This approach did not seem promising for a

real time application because a parallel processing

architecture was needed to compute the optimal file

* allocation. The processing time to compute the file

allocation on a sequential machine would be counterproductive

to the actual required response times.

* Athans and Ma's Approach

Michael Athans and Moses Ma attacked the problem of

optimal file allocation when the computer network links are

.4 unreliable. The additional cost of not accessing the data is

added to the storage cost and the communication costs. As in

the case of Chu, their model resulted in an initial

non-linear solution. Using additional constraint equations

and a theorem developed in their paper, Athans and Ma reduced

the problem to a linear zero-one program. For a reliable

network an algorithm is given for optimal solution in

polynomial time [Athans and Ma, 256-2661.

* The additional constraints required to reduce their

problem to a linear zero-one program have the same

limitations as for Chu's and Athans and Ma's problems. This

limits this approach for use in very large networks.

13



Harwood's Approach

Harwood examined the allocation methods of the three

approaches discussed thus far in this thesis. Harwood's

conclusion was that "the models are difficult to understand

and follow" [Harwood,43]. Harwood intuitively reasoned that

heuristics were a better methodology for solving the MCS

problem than an optimal approach. Harwood proposed six

heuristic methods for allocating data in the network.

Harwood included in his cost function the separate

update and query costs plus the storage cost. A minimum cost

function was substituted for the communication link for a

query from node j to node k [Harwood,120]. The algorithm for

performing the minimum function was not given nor proposed.

Harwood's heuristics based on the update or query rates

in the network are of a greedy type algorithm. The initial

start point for each heuristic is to locate a data item at

eve-ry node where the commander thinks it is critical.

Provided that there is adequate storage at a location, a data

- item is added to a node which reduces either an update or a

* query cost without increasing the overall c~st function. In

* the nonredundant version of his heuristics, the algorithm is

terminated after one and only one noncritical data item above

* the commander's critical allocation is assigned to the

network. In the redundant cases, data items are stored at

noncritical nodes, as long as there is sufficient storage at

the node and the overall cost function can be reduced.

14
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Conclusion of Analytical Allocation Approaches

The reviewed analytic approaches to allocating data used

linear extension programming tools to minimize a cost

objective function. All models required difficult

calculations without some additional constraints or

simplification to the original model assumptions. Chu was

able to reduce his model to a linear solution, but his model

is limited in the number of nodes which can be evaluated

without becoming unwieldy. Morgan and Levin's model requires

exhaustive enumeration to arrive at an optimal solution.

Athans and Ma's linear programming technique results in an

algorithm which can be calculated within polynomial time for

the reliable network case.

Harwood proposed several heuristics which are based on a

cost function tailored to the MCS system. The goodness of

these heuristics was not analyzed, so are good candidates for

further research. An optimal solution for a small network

should be calculated, so that relative goodness of the

heuristic answers can be compared to the optimal answer.

15



III. Detailed Design Methodology

Introduction

There are many factors to be considered in selecting

between data allocation methods. The load of the system, the

average system times of the performance criterion, the data

storage cost, and the cost to execute the allocation are all

factors which affect the decision of choosing the best method

among alternate allocation schemes. A low load on the system

means no resource is utilized more than 25 percect. A high

load represents the utilization of any one resource in the

network approaching but not exceeding 95 percent. A decision

function is needed that takes into account all of these factors

and assigns a single relative weight to each allocation method

to aid in a selection choice.

Such a proposed decision function is

COST[i] = ti * ( tl (h * ALLOC[2i+l,I] + 1 * ALLOC[2i+2,1])

+ t2 (h * ALLOC[2i+I,2] + 1 * ALLOC[2i+2,2])

+ t3 (h * ALLOC[2i+l,3] + 1 * ALLOC[2i+2,3])

+ t4 (h * ALLOC[2i+I,41 + 1 * ALLOC[2i+2,41))

+ s * ALLOC2[i+l,l]

+ r * ALLOC2[i+l,2] (3.1)

where

COST[i] is an array of results for each allocation
. method i tested.

S.

16
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ti is the weight placed on aggregate system response
time.

ti is the weight placed on Update Local time.

t2 is the weight placed on Update Remote time.

t3 is the weight placed on Query Local time.

t4 is the weight placed on Query Remote time.

h is the weight placed on system at high load.

ALLOC[I is an array holding data for system criterion. The
first row of an allocation method is performance
criterion data at low load and row two is data at
high load.

Column 1 of each row is the average system time for
4 Update Local. Column 2 holds Update Remote time.

Column 3 holds Query Local time. Column 4 holds
Query Remote time.

-1 is the weight placed on system at low load.

s is the weight placed on storage cost of allocation
method.

ALLOC2[I is an array holding data for system storage cost and
resource cost to allocate data in the system.

r is the weight placed on resource cost in terms of
d computational complexity for execution of the

allocation method.

Prior to executing the decision function to obtain

relative costs of each allocation method, performance data and

storage cost data must be collected or simulated for each

allocation method being considered. A cost estimation for

executing each allocation method must be obtained. A weight or

importance of these normalized factors needs to be assigned by

the manager or commander. Since actual data on the MCS was not

* 17
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available, a simulated network was constructed to gather data

running the simulation based on the data allocated by each

method. This model data was used to test the null hypothesis

stated in Chapter 1.

Test Network Design Specification

Several specifications were made to define the given test

* network model of Figure 1.1. The model represents a possible

configuration of a Division's three tactical headquarters

(nodes 1, 2 and 3) connected to one of the Division's Brigade

tactical headquarters (nodes 4, 5 and 6). All other loads on

this representation were ignored. The message rate into the

model did not reflect any actual known input loads. The

initial rates were based on reasonable levels. Combinations of

all nodes having requests, partial number of nodes having

N requests, and changes in the ratio at a node of Update to Query

messages were considered in the test message arrival rates for

eight data items. The purpose of the combinations were to

illustrate how and to gain insight as to why (based on arrival

rates) the allocation schemes varied in assigning data to the

* network. All other numbers in the specifications had no basis

from an actual network, but were merely reasonable estimates to

form a base network to gather response time data for

comparative analysis.

1. The message sizes are uniformly distributed between 250
and 2000 characters (2000 represents the possible number

* of ASCII characters on an 80 column 25 line moniter).

18
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2. The operator typing time of original messages is 2.00
minutes per 2000 characters.

3. The CPU processing time of messages is Exponentially
distributed with a mean of 0.0006667 minutes.

4. There are 12 average disk accesses per 2000 character
message.

5. Disk access time is 0.0001667 minutes, which includes data
transfer time.

6. The operator time to handle routing messages is 0.1
minute.

7. Each link in the network model is full duplex.

8. Message routing is fixed in the network.

9. The conversion factor for transmission time from a message

size is 0.0001111 minute per character.

10. Each CPU burst is uniformly distributed.

11. The low load arrival rates of update messages by data item
-', are in Figure 3.1. The rates are based on a given 24 hour

period.

12. The low load arrival rates of query messages by data item
are in Figure 3.1. These rates are also based on a given
24 hour period.

,. 13. The CPU requires 0.001333 minutes to process the message
routing routine.

14. The number of resources for CPUs, disks, and operators of
each node is shown in Figure 3.2.

15. Duplicate update messages are created for each
destination node and routed separately.

16. The cost of an Update, CU, from node j to node k is 1
times the number of links between the two nodes.

17. The cost of an Query, CQ, from node j to node k is 2
times the number of links between the two nodes.

18. The storage cost of placing a data item at a node is 1.
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NODE NODE

DATA 1 2 3 4 5 6 DATA 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 48 48 96 0 0 0 1 24 48 48 48 48 48

2 48 48 48 48 48 48 2 3 6 3 3 3 3

3 3 3 3 9 9 9 3 48 48 48 48 48 49

4 3 3 9 9 3 3 4 48 3 0 49 3 0

5 0 24 0 0 48 0 5 48 3 0 48 3 0

6 0 0 0 0 3 0 6 3 3 0 3 6 0

7 0 3 0 0 3 0 7 3 6 3 3 3 3

8 0 48 0 0 48 0 8 3 3 0 6 3 0

(a) Update (b) Query

Figure 3.1. Low Load Arrival Rates a) Update, b) Query

NODE OPERATOR CPU/DISK

1 15 6

2 5 2

3 2 1

4 5 2

5 4 2

6 1 1

Figure 3.2. Network Resources
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Prior to coding and testing the simulation network, the

data allocation methods had to be implemented in order to have

the data allocation input needed to run the simulation network.

Where possible, the data allocation methods were automated for

this network configuration.

Data Allocation Methods

The different allocation methods all considered network

transmission costs and had the objective to:

1. Minimize the total network transmission time due to remote

access of data.

2. Allocate each data item to at least one node in the

network.

3. Determine storage requirements needed at each node.

Network communication costs include both the cost of

update messages and the cost of query messages. The goal of

all the allocation methods is to reduce the network

transmission cost by reducing either the total query cost, the

total update cost or both. The total transmission cost is

defined in terms of the sum of the update and query costs for

* both the nonrecurrent and redundant cases.

Transmission Cost Function Defined

Let -

i = data item.

- demand node (node where message request originates).

k - source node (node where data item is stored).

* *..~. CUjk = Cost of Update from node j to node k.
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COjk = Cost of Query from node j to node k.

RUij = Rate of Updates for data item i generated at node j.

RQij = Rate of Queries for data item i generated at node j.

Xik = binary decision variable for storage of data item i at

node k. 0 is assigned if data item not stored and 1 is

assigned if data item is stored.

The network Update cost is

Si'jj Ik CUjk * RUij * Xik (3.2)

The network Query cost (nonredundant) case is

Zi IZj Zk CQjk * RQij * Xik (3.3)

The network Query cost (redundant) case is

i jIk min (CQjk * RQij * Xik) for j not equal k (3.4)

The total network cost (nonredundant case ) from equations

3.2 and 3.3 is

i Yj Tk ((CQjk * RQij + CUjk * RUij) * Xik) (3.5)

The total network cost (redundant case) from equations 3.2

and 3.4 is

i Z j Z k(CUjk * RUij * Xik) + Zi j -k min (CQjk * RUij * Xik)

(3.6)

Optimal Allocations

For the optimal nonredundant case equation 3.5 was

minimized subject to the constraints that Xi is a binary

integer and thatZk Xik = 1 for each data item i. This means

each data item i has to be stored once and only once in the

network. The trivial and impractical solution to not store any

",2.,
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data items, making the transmission cost zero, was eliminated

by these constraints.

For the optimal redundant case equation 3.6 was minimized

subject to the same binary constraint as in the nonredundant

case. The assignment constraint, k Xik = 1, was relaxed to

allow for a sum greater than one for each data item i. This

means each data item i has to be stored at least once, but may

be stored more than once. For this test network, there were 63

combinations of storing a data item in a six node network at

least once.

Heuristic Allocations

Total redundant allocation was a trivial case in the sense

that it reduced the total transmission cost to just the update

cost equation 3.2. Since every demand node j was also the

source node, the query cost was zero. However, this heuristic

also had the distinction of maximizing the network update cost.

The Least Update Rate nonredundant allocation "seeks to

allocate data items to those nodes where the sum of the update

rates to that data item from all other nodes is the least"

[Harwood,137]. Equation 3.2 was adjusted to find the source

node k which minimized (CUjk * RUij * Xik), where k is not

equal to j. The data item was stored at this node.

The Greatest Query Rate nonredundant allocation attempts

to reduce the network transmission cost for each data item by

storing the data item at the demand node with the greatest

..-.. request rate. This would eliminate any query transmission cost
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at the highest demand node for that data item. This required

finding the max value of the RQij term of equation 3.4 for each

data item i and storing the data item at the demand node j for

that value.

Automated Allocation Methods

The cost functions that applied to each allocation scheme

were coded in the C program language. Each automated

allocation method read the network cost and matrices for Update

and Query messages from external ASCII files. The optimal

redundant allocation also read the 63 possible storage

combinations from an external file.

Each automated method output consisted of two ASCII files.

, One file contained the information on the binary decision

variable Xik for each data item by node. The storage

requirement for each allocation method was obtained by summing

all the binary decisiorf variables in this file. The other file

contained the information of what source node would give the

minimum query cost for a given data item by demand node

These two files were used as input to the simulation of the

test network.

Simulation of Test Network

Introduction

A simulation model of the test network was designed. The

model input data was generated. The model was first verified

and then validated. Upon validation, pilot work was performed

to determine the number and lengths of the simulation runs.
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This pilot work was done for each combination of parameters

that was tested. Given the correct run length and number of

simulations to run, the output data of the simulation model was

collected and analyzed.

Model
N

Figure 3.3 shows a flow diagram of the SLAM II model of

the test network. Input messages were created for both Update

and Query messages for each node. For this network of 6 nodes

and 8 data items there were 48 update and 48 Query message

generators. After a message was created parameters were

assigned, such as source node, destination node, message length

and message start time. After the parameters were assigned,

the message was sent to the node logic for further processing

and routing.

In the node logic, the operator resource typed all

original messages. If a message was not designated for that

node, it was routed through the network to the correct

designation node. If a message destination was the same as

that node, the message was processed and the system time was

collected. Message processing time included the CPU processing

at that node and any required disk access time to obtain or

change information stored at the node.

10
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Generate IGenerate
Update Rst Assitn Nsg Query Nsg

Parameters

Poute Rsg
to Node

IOperatorProc. flsg

Process Dest.= ot
lsg at Node Node I sg

Collect output Ss.

Statistics Criterion

Figure 3.3. SLAM II Network Flow Diagram

*6

The simulation used three external ASCII files for each

allocation method. The arrival rates for Update and Query

messages were read from two external files and converted to

interarrival times used by the message generators. Storage

*location of data items in the network was read from an external

file and was used to help determine if a message was a local or

remote message. The destination node for the minimum

26
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communications cost for a given demand node remote message was

coded internally in the control section the SLAM Network. This

required separate control sections (the network logic code

remained the same) for each allocation method.

Verification

Verification of the SLAM model was obtained through

functions and reports which were a part of the SLAM language.

A monitoring function in SLAM allowed a message to be traced

and changes in its parameters to be displayed. Parameter

assignments and correct routing of messages through the model

code were verified with this monitoring function. SLAM also

provided a summary report which gave statistics on resource

or utilization. Verification of the utilization of all resources

needed to process a message or route a message was obtained

with the summary report.

Val idation

The validation step of simulation was difficult due to the

lack of actual system values or a tractable mathematical model

output to compare values generated by the model. Instead,

reasonable estimates were made for expected values for Update

and Query messages processed both locally and remotely. The

system times were estimated using the test network

specifications and a few simplifying assumptions. These

estimates were then compared to the output system criterion of

the model for the optimal nonredundant case at low system load.
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The estimates were all based on average values. The

average length of a message, from network specification 1, is

d 1125 characters. The average time to type a message is 1.125

minutes, from specification 2 and the average message length.

The average number of disk accesses is 6.75 with an average

disk access time of .0011 minutes, from specifications 4 and 5

and the average message length. The average CPU message process

time is .000667 minutes, from specification 3. The average

one-way routing time for one link is 0.2263 minutes (including

transmission time - 0.125 minutes, operator routing time 0.1

minute, and CPU routing overhead - 0.0013 minutes), from

a. specifications 6, 8, and 12 and the average message length.

* The queuing effect of the network and the average number

* of links used in processing a remote message were two unknown

factors needed for completing the estimates. It was assumed at

low system load that the queuing influence would be minimal.

It was also assumed that, on the average, only one and a half

links from a demand node to a source node were needed to

process remote message traffic.

For the local messages (both Update and Query) the

estimated time included the typing time, CPU message processing

time and disk access time. The estimated local system time was

1.126 minutes. The remote Update message included the local

processing time plus the additional time of one transmission.

The Update remote message estimated average system time was

1.465 minutes. The remote Query estimated system time had an
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additional transmission cost for the return of the request

information. Its estimated average system time was 1.805

4 minutes.

These estimate times were compared to the output system

times of the simulation for the optimal nonredundant allocation

at low load. Figure 3.4 shows a summary of the comparison

data. It was expected that the variance between the estimates

and the model's output for locally processed messages would be

low. The model's output average for Update and Query messages

processed locally were expected to be relatively the same. The

model average for a Query remote message was expected to be

higher than the Update remote message and both of these

averages were expected to be higher than the local message

averages. It was also expected that the variance between the

S model output and the estimate for an Update remote message

S would be higher than the local messages and lower than the

variance for the Query remote message. Figure 3.4 clearly

shows the expected results and trends, thus validating the

model. The model output criteria for the Update local message

was 1% higher than the estimate. The output for the Query

local was 2% higher than the estimate. The difference between

the model's averages for Update and Query messages was less

than 1%. The output for the Update remote was 4% higher than

.3, the estimate. The output for the Query remote was 8% higher
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than the estimate. The variance of the model's output from the

estimates was attributed primarily to random error and the

minimal queuing effect of the network.

Update Update Query Query
Local Remote Local Remote

Estimate 1.126 1.465 1.126 1.805
Model Output 1.139 1.529 1.146 1.954

Figure 3.4. Estimate vs. Model Output of System Criterion

Pilot Work

The collection of statistics, which were the performance

criteria of average system time to process Update and Query

messages both locally and remotely, required steady state

conditions. The length of the simulation run had to be long

enough to ensure this condition was met. SLAM's plot function

was used alonq with a uset written function to display the

average value of each criterion time over time. When the curve

of the plot for each average system time flattened out, the

steady state value was reached. Figure 3.5 shows a sample plot

from a pilot run for the total redundant allocation method.

The length of the simulation could be set using this plot.

In Figure 3.5 all three curves were flattened out at 720

minutes into the si-nulation. The steady state values for these

three statistics were available any time after this. The plot

for Query remote average system time is not shown, because this

allocation had no remote queries. Similar plots were
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required for each set of conditions tested by a given

simulation run to determine that simulation's run length.

SCALES OF PLOT
U=UPDATE LOCAL 0.000e+00 0.150e+01
Q=QUERY LOCAL 0.000e+00 0.150e+01R=UPDATE REMOTE 0.000e+00 0.150e+01

0 10 20 30 40 50 DUPS
MINUTES

0.0000e+00 U + UQ UR
0.6000e+02 + Q U R +
0.1200e+03 + QU R +
0.1800e+03 + QU R +
0.2400e+03 + U R + UQ
0.3000e+03 + QU R +
0.3600e+03 + QU R +
0.4200e+03 + QU R +
0.4800e+03 + QUR +
0.5400e+03 + QUR +
0.6000e+03 + QUR +
0.6600e+03 + QUR +
0.7200e+03 + UR + UQ
0.7800e+03 + OR + UQ
0.8400e+03 + OR + UQ
0.9000e+03 + OR + UQ
0.9600e+03 + UR + UQ
0.1020e+04 + OR + UQ
0.1080e+04 + UR + UQ
0.1140e+04 + OR + UQ

0 10 20 30 40 50 DUPS
MINUTES

Figure 3.5. SLAM II Sample Plot

Pilot work was also needed to determine the number of

simulation runs. Many factors affected the number of runs made

such as the time it takes to complete multiple runs. Most
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importantly, the acceptable confidence interval in using the

observed model system times and the statistics generated from

those samples was the major concern.

For this study a 95% confidence interval was the

acceptable level. This means if 100 experiments were

conducted, 95 would generate a confidence interval which

included the true population mean. The difference between the

sample mean and the true expected value is the error. The

4 larger the sample size (in other words the more runs) the

smaller the error distance. The given acceptable error for

this study was 0.25 minutes.

Appealing to the Central Limit Theorem, the sampling mean

of a large number of independent observations (random

variables) should approximate a normal distribution. A large

number is usually taken to be 30 or more. For smaller numbers

of random variables the t distribution can be used. Knowing

the level of confidence and the acceptable error the following

formula was used to estimate the number of runs

runs =((t * s) \ e ) 2(3.7)

where t is the t distribution value for a\2
and n-l degrees of freedom

s is the standard deviation of the sample
population.

e is the acceptable error.

The largest number of runs needed for any one of the

AV combinations of parameters tested was the number of runs used
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by all of the runs. For this study, 6 runs met the given

requirements.

Pilot work was also used along with the SLAM summary

report to determine what was a high load for this network.

Plots of system times for loads above 5 times the low rates

used did not reach steady state condition even after 5760

minutes of simulation time. The summary report, for this

system load, showed high utilization of the operator resources

at node 6 and the communication link from node 1 to node 4,

which indicated steady state condition would not be reached for

all allocation methods. At four times the low rates, steady

m state was achieved, but required run lengths of 2160 minutes.

* The high load for this system was set at four times the low

rates of Update and Query messages. The high rates are shown

in Figure 3.6 for Update and Query.

Output Analysis

There were a total of 20 different combinations of 5

allocation methods, 2 system loads, and two queuing disciplines

tested. With the number of runs for each combination being 6,

the total number of data points for each system criteria was

120. All the data points for the 4 system performance measures

wer combined into one file for analysis.
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NODE

DATA 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 192 192 384 0 0 0

2 192 192 192 192 192 192

3 12 12 12 36 36 36

4 12 12 36 36 12 12

5 0 96 0 0 192 0

6 0 0 0 0 12 0
7 0 12 0 0 12 0

8 0 192 0 0 192 0

(a) Update

NODE
DATA 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 96 192 192 192 192 192

2 12 24 12 12 12 12

3 192 192 192 192 192 196

4 12 12 24 12 12 12

5 192 12 0 196 12 0

6 192 12 0 192 12 0

7 12 12 0 12 24 0

8 12 12 0 24 12 0

(b) Query

Figure 3.6. High Load Arrival Rates a) Update, b) Query
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Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was the techAque used to

test the null hypothesis that there was no effect due to the

three factors of allocation methods, system load, queuing

discipline, or their interactions on the system performance

criterion. Statistical Analysis System (SAS), a computer

program developed by the SAS Institute of Cary, North Carolina

[Cody and Smith], was used to execute the ANOVA for this three

factor experiment. Where the null hypothesis was rejected,

multiple-range tests were performed to indicate which means

differed significantly.

Multiple-range tests essentially test all hypotheses that

there is no difference between two or more means for a given

controlled significance level, [Walpole and Myers,3651.

Duncan's multiple-range test, available as a procedure in SAS,

provided the analysis of which means, for a given set of

factors, differed significantly. Duncan's test assumes " k

random samples are all of equal size n. The range of any

5? subset p sample means must exceed a certain value before we

consider any of the p population means to be different"

[Walpole and Myers, 3651. Tables and a formula to help

9 manually calculate the critical values can be found in [Walpole

and Myers,365,4741. SAS calculates the critical values for the

Duncan multiple-range test internally within its program

procedure.
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Implementation Problems

*There were several inconvenient implementation problems.

The combined Fortran and SLAM II code had to be moved in order

to overcome some computer filing system and execution time

problems which occurred while using two of the Air Force

Institute of Technology's (AFIT) Unix based computers.

Different Fortran 77 compilers used on the Unix based computers

required some code modification for portability between

machines. Lack of a good statistical computer package on the

Interim Computer Capacity (ICC), an Elxsi 6400 computer

available at AFIT, required transferring files to other

computers at AFIT which had statistical packages.

The first problem was to move the combined Fortran and

SLAM II code of the simulation from the Academic Support

Computer and the Scientific Support Computer (both VAX 11/785

computers running Unix operating system) to the ICC. The ICC

was chosen as the target machine, because the other Unix based
machines were having problems with the filing systems being

over capacity and the combined Fortran and SLAM II code

executed faster on the ICC. Three sets of simulation runs were

completed in one day on the ICC whereas on the other Unix based

machine, not even one of the sets was finished by the end of

the duty day.

The second problem was with the Fortran 77 compiler used

on the ICC. This version when opening a file required an
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additional rewind statement before the file could be read. The

Fortran code from the other Unix based machines was modified to

run on the ICC.

The third problem was the execution of SLAM's CREATE node

[Pritsker, 112-115] used to generate the simulation network's

message traffic. A beginning value to start the message

generation had to be declared and a variable is not allowed for

this beginning time. Zero was the chosen start value and at

this time every message generator created a message. This

essentially was flooding the network at time 0. A special code

was added to terminate all messages with a start time less than

1 minute. This sifting of the effective start of the

simulation did not affect any of the output values and

corrected the simulation start up problem.

The fourth problem was the lack of any good statistical

computer program on the ICC. This problem was a minor

inconvenience as the file transfer at AFIT was used to transfer

data from the simulation to the Classroom Support Computer

(CSC), a VAX 11\785 using the VMS operating system. The CSC

has the SAS package used in the output analysis of the

simulation.

Normalize Data for Decision Function

The multiple costs associated with system performance,

storage, and resource did not all have the same dimensions.

System performance criterion was in minutes and resource cost

was in number of operations. These summed factors made no
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sense with these dimensions. There was also a problem of scale

with the different decision criteria. Storage costs ranged

* from 8 to 48 units, while resource costs ranged from 288 to

147456 operations. The mere size of the resource cost would

have given it more weight than the decision criteria of storage

cost. Normalizing the data on a scale from 0 to 1 made the

decision function dimensionless and eliminated the problem of

.1 scaling between different costs or performance criterion.

The data was normalized by dividing each decision criteria

data set by the highest value in the given data set. The

averages of every allocation method for an Update local message

at high load were divided by the highest average of those five

* averages. The storage costs for each allocation method were

divided by the highest storage cost of 48 units.

Execution of the Decision Function

Once the data was normalized for the decision function,

equation 3.1, the weights needed to be applied before executing

the decision function. To insure the output was on a scale

from 0 to 1, constraints were placed on values assigned to the

weighting factors of the decision function. The first

constraint was the weights of importance on the aggregate

system time, storage cost, and resource cost had to sum to 1.

The second constraint was that the weights applied to the

system load had to sum to 1. The last constraint was that the

weights applied to the system performance criterion of Update

local, Update remote, Query local, or Query remote all
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had to add to one. The second and third constraint only

affected the overall value of the aggregate system performance

time.

For a given set of weights the decision function was

executed. The output of the function for each allocation

method was analyzed to determine a selection. The lowest value

of the decision function for an allocation method was the

* number 1 choice among the different allocation methods for

those weightings.
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IV. Results

Introduction

There were many intermediate results leading up to the

execution of the final decision model. The results of the

allocation cost function were used as input to the simulation

model. The results of the simulation model runs were averaged

and normalized for use as input parameters to the decision

model. The storage data output of the allocation methods were

totaled for each method to determine its overall storage cost.

Harwood's computational complexity analysis of different

allocation methods [Harwood, 205-209] was used to determine the

6 resource cost (in terms of number of operations) to execute

each allocation method. Both the storage and resource costs

were normalized and these data were used as parameters in the

decision model. Several scenarios of a network and the weights

placed on the parameters were considered. The decision model

was executed for each scenario and the results were tabulated.

* Output of Allocation Methods

The automated allocation methods indicated storage of a

data item at a node by placing a 1 in the storage file for that

node or else a 0 was stored in the file. The automated methods

also indicated for each demand node for each data item what

source node would provide a minimum query transmission cost.

Figure 4.1 gives a summary of storage allocation and
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% destination nodes for all 5 allocation methods. The symbol for

the allocation method represents the 1 in the storage file.

NODE
DATA 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 *C *Q *+L *+ * *

2 *C+L *Q * * * *
3 * + *+ *+ *C+L *+ *+Q
4 *C+L * * Q * * *
5 * * * *C+Q*L *

6 * + Q * * *C+L *+ *
7 * L *+ * *C *+Q *

8 * L * * *C+Q* *

(a) Storage Allocation

NODE
1 2 3 4 5 6

DATA *C+LQ *C+LQ *C+LQ *C+LQ *C+LQ *C+LQ
1 11332 21332 31332 41432 51432 61432
2 11112 21112 31112 41112 51112 61112
3 14146 24246 34346 44446 54546 64646
4 11113 21113 31113 41113 51113 61113
5 14454 24454 34454 44454 54454 64454
6 14141 24141 34141 44441 54541 64441
7 14215 24215 34215 44515 54515 64515
8 14414 24414 34414 44414 54414 64414

(b) Destination Node for Minimum Query Link

LEGEND:
CODE ALLOCATION METHOD

• TOTAL REPLICATION
C OPTIMAL NONREDUNDANT
+ OPTIMAL REDUNDANT
L LEAST UPDATE COST
Q GREATEST QUERY RATE

Figure 4.1. Results of Allocation Methods a) Storage
Allocation, b) Destination Node for Minimum Query Link

Figure 4.1a shows that for the total replication

allocation method (symbol "*") data items 1-8 were stored at

every node. For the optimal redundant allocation method Figure
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4.1a shows that data item 1 was stored at nodes 3 and 4. It is

clear that the various allocation methods did not store all

data items at the same nodes.

Figure 4.1b indicates that query requests for data item 1

at node 1 for the optimal redundant method had node 3 as the

source destination. Query requests at nodes where the source

node was not the same as the demand nodes were remote queries.

Figure 4.1b showed that for the total replication allocation

method the source node was the same as the demand node request

in all cases. There were no remote queries for this allocation

method.

Storage Cost

The storage cost for each allocation method can be

* easily obtained by summing the number of each type symbol in

* Figure 4.1a for each allocation method. Total replication was

the most expensive allocation in terms of storage; 8 data items

were each stored at six nodes for a total cost of 48. The next

allocation method most expensive, in terms of storage, was the

'.9 optimal redundant with a cost of 17. All other allocations

being nonredundant stored each data item only once in the

network for a storage cost to each of 8.

Resource Cost

Harwood's computational complexity analysis of different

allocation methods [Harwood, 205-209] was used to determine the

resource cost (in terms of number of operations) to execute

each allocation method. The only method not analyzed by
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Harwood was for the optimal nonredundant case. This case from

equation 3.5 includes both Update and Query costs of the

network. These two costs together are a form of Harwood's

total cost function. "It was determined previously that (M 2N +

MN) operations were required for computing total costs"

[Harwood, 205]. Figure 4.2 is summary of Harwood's analysis

and the big "0" cost for a 6 node network with 8 data items.

9

Allocation Big "o" Cost

Total Replication 0I M2N ) = 288
Optimal Nonredundant O( M + M ) = 336

Optimal Redundant O( 2 (Mv) ) = 147456
Greatest Query Rate O( (MN)2 ) = 2304
Least Update Cost O( (MN) ) = 2304

Legend:
M is # of Nodes (6)
N is # of Data items (8)

Figure 4.2 Complexity and Cost of Executing Allocation Methods
(Source: [Harwood,205-209])

Analysis of Simulation Data

All the output data from the simulation model was placed

in one data file. SAS, a statistical package, was used to

perform an analysis of variance (ANOVA) which tested the null

hypothesis. There were several values given in the ANOVA

tables. One value which indicated how well the model described

the variance of the data was the R-Square value. The R-Square

values were close to the value 1 and thereby reflected good
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models. The other important value was the probability

associated with the F value calculated for each factor of the

model. This probability was expressed as either significant at

the test level of 5% or else not significant.

The first ANOVA table with all factors and their

interactions showed that the queuing factor was not significant

nor were any interactions with the queuing factor significant

at the 5% level. The model was changed to confound the queuing

factor and all its interactions with the error sum of squares.

The simpler model was used to produce a new ANOVA table.

Figure 4.3 is a summary of the two important values from the

ANOVA tables for both the full and simplified model. The

detailed SAS ANOVA tables and associated Duncan multiple-range

tests can be found in Appendix B.

Figure 4.3a showed that, because the simpler model's

R-square values are essentially the same as the full models and

the R-square values were high, the simpler model could be used

to explain the variance of the data. Figure 4.3b further

showed that for all system criterion times, the queuing factor

and its interactions were not significant. This meant there

was insufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis on the

effect of queuing and its interaction.

-1
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VARIABLE FULL MODEL SIMPLIFIED MODEL

TI 0.867 0.863

T2 0.950 0.950
T3 0.840 0.838

T4 0.992 0.992

(a) R-Square Values

SOURCE DF T1 T2 T3 T4

ALLOC 4 * * * *

LOAD 1 * * * *
ALLOC*LOAD 4 * * * *

QUEUE 1 . . . .
ALLOC*QUEUE 4 . . . .
LOAD*QUEUE 1 . . . .
ALLOC*LOAD*QUEUE 4 . . . .

(b) Full Model Factors

SOURCE DF T1 T2 T3 T4

ALLOC 4 * * * *

LOAD 1 * * * *
ALLOC*LOAD 4 * * * *

(c) Simplified Model Factors

LEGEND:

ALLOC ALLOCATION
T1 UPDATE LOCAL
T2 UPDATE REMOTE
T3 QUERY LOCAL
T4 QUERY REMOTE
* SIGNIFICANT AT ALPHA LEVEL OF 5%
- NOT SIGNIFICANT

Figure 4.3. ANOVA Results a) R-Square Values, b) Full Model

Factors, c) Simplified Model Factors
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Figure 4.3b and Figure 4.3c both showed that all other

factors and their interactions were found to be significant.

There was sufficient evidence to reject the rest of the null

hypothesis and accept the alternate hypothesis. There was a

difference between the allocation methods. There was a

difference between high and low load. And there was a

difference based on the interaction of load and allocation

method. Because the null hypothesis was rejected, a post hoc

test was needed to test which factors were different from each

other.

The Duncan multiple-range test is a post hoc test which

compares the difference between two or more means. If the

difference is less than a least critical value than there is no

significant difference among those group of means. Lines on

the same level in the main factors Duncan grouping of Figure

4.4 were not significantly different. The highest level line

is the worst mean time and the lowest level line is the best

mean time. The best mean time in this study was the smallest

mean time. For Update local message the total redundant

allocation was worse than all the other allocations. The

optimal redundant was second worst for the same criterion.

There was no significant difference between the mean Update

local message processing time for the greatest query rate

allocation and the least update cost allocation, but both

allocations were significantly worse than the optimal

nonredundant allocation method which had the best mean time.
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Ouncan Groupins
location Load

Criterion R M Q L S High Low

Update Local -

Update Femote - -

Query Local -

Ouery egote

Legend:
A TOTAL REDUNDANT
M OPTIM~AL REDUNDANT
0 GREATEST QUERY RATE
L LEAST UPDATE Cos
S OPTIMAL NON-REDUNDANT

Figure 4.4. Duncan Grouping Main Effects

From Figure 4.4 it was clear that different allocat:on

methods were better than others depending on what system

criterion was considered. For the Query remote overall average

the total redundant allocation gave the lowest time with either

of the optimal allocations having the second lowest time.

However, for Query local the two optimal allocations had the

best average time and the total redundant allocation had the

worst average time of all the allocations.
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As in Figure 4.4, the lines on the same level in the

interactive factors Duncan grouping of Figure 4.5 were not

significantly different. The interactive factors were

allocation and load. Because of the significance of the

interaction, the interpretation of the Duncan grouping for the

main effects do not hold in all cases. There were allocation

methods that had better or no significant difference of system

response times at high load versus low load. The Duncan

grouping main effects showed that there was a significant

difference between high and low load with the high load on the

average having the worst response time.

The significance of the interaction between load and

allocation made the analysis more interesting, if not more

0 difficult. The interaction meant the grouping of at least one

of the allocations would change depending on the load or else

the grouping of the loads would change depending on at least

one of the allocations. The clearest example of this in Figure

4.5 was for the Update Local criteria. At low loads there was

no significant difference between which allocation was used.

However, at high loads the optimal nonredundant allocation was

definitely better than the total redundant allocation.
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Duncan Grouping
Alocation P Low Load

Criterion A N 0 L S

Update Local Letend:
A TOTAL REDUNDANT
M OPTIMAL REDUNDANT

Update Remote - 0 GREATEST QUERY ROTE
- - L LEAST UPDATE COST

S OPTIMAL NON-REDUNDANT
Query Local

Query Remote

(a) Low Load

[ Duncan Grouping
Rllocation P High Load

Criterion R M 0 L S

Update Local - Legend:
- _ A TOTAL REDUNDANT

Me OPTIMAL REDUNDANT
Update Remote - 0 GREATEST QUERY RATE

-- L LEAST UPDATE COST
__ __ _ S OPTIMAL NON-REDUNDANT

Query Local -

Query Remote

(b) High load

Figure 4.5 Duncan Grouping of Interactive Effects a) Low
Load, b) High load
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The interaction effect between the load and the allocation

was not always obvious from Figure 4.5. An example was for the

Query remote time. The grouping of allocations was the same

for both high and low loads. The interaction was with the load

and the total replication allocation method. The main effect of

-. load indicated that high load performance was significantly

worse than low load. However, for the total replication method

there was no significant difference for Query remote processing

time based on load, as the time for both loads was 0. The

actual values of the means in the Duncan multiple-range

grouping shown in Figure 4.6 were needed to see this

interaction.

DECISION ALLOCATION METHOD

PARAMETER \ A S M L Q

Ti LOW LOAD 1.17 1.14 1.15 1.15 1.15
Ti HIGH LOAD 1.49 1.12 1.30 1.20 1.24
T2 LOW LOAD 1.13 1.53 1.26 1.56 1.63
T2 HIGH LOAD 2.19 1.66 1.49 1.73 1.82
T3 LOW LOAD 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.16
T3 HIGH LOAD 1.49 1.13 1.24 1.19 1.38

T4 LOW LOAD 0.00 1.95 2.00 2.11 2.35
T4 HIGH LOAD 0.00 2.33 2.38 2.54 3.06

LEGEND:
CODE PARAMETER CODE ALLOCATION

Ti UPDATE LOCAL TIME A TOTAL REPLICATION
T2 UPDATE REMOTE TIME S OPTIMAL NONREDUNDANT
T3 QUERY LOCAL TIME M OPTIMAL REDUNDANT
T4 QUERY REMOTE TIME L LEAST UPDATE COST

0 GREATEST QUERY RATE

Figure 4.6. Average System Times of Allocation Methods
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The data in Figure 4.6 was more informative when displayed

graphically. Figure 4.7 shows the graphical representation of

each performance criterion by load. Some of the interactions

are more obvious with the graphs of Figure 4.7 than with the

Duncan groupings of Figure 4.5. The allocation methods on the

i~. x axis of the graph were listed by their main factor Duncan

grouping from worst to best, with the worst allocation time

being closest to the y axis.

-* Wherever the high and low lines crossed there was an

interaction of the load and allocation. At that point there

was no significant difference between operating at high or low

load for that allocation method. Wherever the highest value of

the low load line was higher than a value on the high load line

A there was an interaction. For the Update remote graph it was

better to operate at high load with the optimal redundant

allocation than under low load with the greatest query

allocation.

The slope of the load lines provided information of when

the main grouping based on allocation would change based on

load. Where the slope of the load line was not continuously

negative, the grouping of the allocation methods changed. The

Update remote graph clearly showed that for total allocation

method the grouping would be best under low load and worst

under high load. This was a definite change from the main

effect grouping based on just the allocation method's overall

average system time.
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Update Local

,58, LEGEND:
1.- 

1 :1.42 L LOW
2 -1.A TOTAL

1.38 - M OPTIMAL MULTIPLES 1.34, a GR~ETEST( QUE1Y

1.30 L LEA STI UPDA'UE
126F S OP--MAL SINGLE
1.22F
1.14 0"L'L L MULTIPLE1.18

SF1  H I S

fLLOCRIlON METHOD

(a) Update Local

Update Remote
2.2,

V 2.1
2.8

1.

1.3

1.2

ALL OCRI ION METHOD

(b) Update Remote

Figure 4.7 Graph of Performance criterion by Load a) Update
Local, b) Update Remote, c) Query Local, d) Query Remote
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uery Local

1.53
1.49 -7 J.45
1.41 -

1 1.3 7 -
H 1.33

E 1.291.25
1.21
1.17
1.13

SH L S

RLLOCATION METHOD

(c) Query Local

Ouery Remote
3.2-
2.8

2.4

1 2.1-3
1.6-

E 1.28 .8-

8.4e.g-

ALLOCA7TION METHOD

(d) Query Remote

Figure 4.7 Graph of Performance Criterion by Load a) Update
A .Local, b) Update Remote, c) Query Local, d) Query Remote
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Decision Function Normalized Data

Figure 4.8a contains the normalized data from the system

performance criterion by allocation method and experimental

load. As explained in chapter 3, the highest value in the data

set (Figure 4.6) was divided into the rest of the set. In the

case of high load for Update local the highest value was 1.49.

This number was used to divide all of the numbers in that row

of Figure 4.6. The results for those calculations were put in

the odd rows of column 1 of Figure 4.8a. The entry for all

nodes (total replication) at high load is 1.00, since this was

the allocation method with the highest value. The same

procedure was followed for Update local at low load, with the

results put in the even rows of column 1 of Figure 4.8a. Once

again the entry for all nodes happened to have had the highest

value, so its value in the normalized table was 1.

Figure 4.8b is the normalized data for the storage

requirement of each allocation method and the resource cost in

terms of the number of operations needed to executed the

allocation for 6 nodes and 8 data items. The values to

normalize for storage came from the section Storage in this

chapter. The highest storage cost was 48 from the total

replication method. The normalized value for this allocation

method was 1 as shown in Figure 4.8b. The data for

normalization of resource costs came from Figure 4.2. The

highest value for this cost was 147456 operations from the
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optimal redundant allocation method. Its value in the

normalized table of Figure 4.8b was 1 as expected. The large

magnitude of the number of operations for the optimal redundant

case compared to the number of operations for all other

allocations, caused the normalized value for all other

allocations to be essentially 0.

AVERAGE SYSTEM TIME
ALLOCATION*LOAD \ UPLOC UPREM QYLOC QYREM

ALL NODES HIGH 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00
ALL NODES LOW 1.00 0.69 0.99 0.00
GREATEST QRY HIGH 0.83 0.82 0.92 1.00
GREATEST QRY LOW 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00
LEAST UPDATE HIGH 0.81 0.78 0.80 0.82
LEAST UPDATE LOW 0.98 0.96 0.99 0.89
OPTIMAL MULT HIGH 0.87 0.68 0.84 0.78
OPTIMAL MULT LOW 0.99 0.77 0.99 0.84

. OPTIMAL SNGL HIGH 0.75 0.75 0.76 0.76
* OPTIMAL SNGL LOW 0.97 0.94 0.99 0.83

(a) System Performance Criterion

ALLOCATION 2\ STORAGE RESOURCE

ALL NODES 1.00 0.0
GREATEST QUERY 0.17 0.0
LEAST UPDATE 0.17 0.0
OPTIMAL MULTIPLE 0.35 1.0
OPTIMAL SINGLE 0.17 0.0

(b) Storage and Resource Cost

Figure 4.8. Normalized Data for Decision Function a) System
Performance Criterion, b) Storage and Resource Cost

Scenarios

The best way to understand the use of the decision

function was through some specific cases of values assigned to

the weights of the decision criteria in equation 3.1. With the

Aweights from these cases the decision function was executed to
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find the relative ranking of the allocation methods for that

scenario. The cases examined were a representative group to

illustrate the use of the decision function and were by no

means an exhaustive set of all possible combinations of weights

for this network. The weights for all of the scenarios were

summarized in Figure 4.9.

SCENARIO
WEIGHTS A B C D E F

RESPONSE TIME (ti) 0.33 0.70 0.70 1.00 1.00 1.00
HIGH (h) 0.50 0.75 0.75 0.50 0.75 0.75
LOW (1) 0.50 0.25 0.25 0.50 0.25 0.25
UPLOC TIME (tl) 0.25 0.50 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.00
UPREM TIME (t2) 0.25 0.50 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.00
QRYLOC TIME(t3) 0.25 0.00 0.50 0.25 0.00 0.50
QRYREM TIME(t4) 0.25 0.00 0.50 0.25 0.00 0.50

A STORAGE (s) 0.33 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00
RESOURCE COST (r) 0.33 0.10 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00

Figure 4.9. Summary of Scenario's Weights

The format for each case was to assign relative weights to

the importance of the aggregate response time, storage, and

resource cost. Next, relative weights were considered for the

load and then weights were figured for the system performance

criteria. The results of the decision function for each case

are shown in Figure 4.10. The values of Figure 4.10 were given

a ranking of 1 (best) for the lowest value and 5 (worst) for

the highest value and the rankings were summarized by case in

Figure 4.11.
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Case A

The network manager considered response time, storage, and

resource cost all equally important, therefore a value of .33

was assigned to each of these weights in the decision function.

The manager also noted that the network operated just as often

at high load as it did at low load, so a value of .5 was

assigned to these weights. There were as many queries as

update messages that flowed through the network and they were

both processed as many times locally as they were remotely, so

the value of .25 was assigned to each of these weights. As

shown in Figure 4.10 for case A the optimal nonredundant

allocation would have been the selection for this network as it

had the lowest value of 0.334.

Case B

The network manager considered response time three and one

half times more important than storage cost and storage cost

was twice as important as resource cost, therefore a value of

.70 was assigned to response time weight, a value of .20 was

the storage weight, and a value of .10 was assigned the

resource weight. The manager also noted that the network

operated three times as often at high load as it did at low

load, so a value of .75 was assigned to the high load weight

and .25 was assigned to the low load weight. There were

primarily update messages that flowed through the network and

they were both processed as many times locally as they were

remotely, so values of .50 were assign to the update weights
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and values of .00 were assigned to the query weights. As shown

in Figure 4.10 for case B the optimal nonredundant allocation

would have been the selection for this network as it had the

lowest value of 0.599.

Case C

The network manager considered response time three and one

half times more important than storage cost and storage cost

was twice as important as resource cost, therefore a value of

.70 was assigned to response time weight, a value of .20 was

the storage weight, and a value of .10 was assigned the

resource weight. The manager also noted that the network

operated three times as often at high load as it did at low

load, so a value of .75 was assigned to the high load weight

0 and .25 was assigned to the low load weight. There were

primarily queries messages that flowed through the network and

they were both processed as many times locally as they were

remotely, so values of .50 were assign to the query weights and

values of .00 were assigned to the update weights. As shown in

Figure 4.10 for case C the total redundant allocation would

have been the selection for this network as it had the lowest

value of 0.550.

Case D

This network was the same as case A, except the manger was

not concerned with the cost of storage or the cost of the

allocation that would give the best possible system response

time possible. Because of the overriding concern for response
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time this was assigned a value of 1 and the others were

assigned a value of 0. The best allocation method for this

* scenario was total replication (all nodes) as it had the lowest

value of .711.

Case E

This network was the same as case B, except the manger was

not concerned with the cost of storage or the cost of the

allocation that would give the best possible system response

time possible. Because of the overriding concern for response

time this was assigned a value of 1 and the others were

assigned a value of 0. The best allocation method for this

scenario was optimal redundant as it had the lowest value of

.802.

* Case F

This network was the same as case C, except the manger was

not concerned with the cost of storage or the cost of the

allocation that would give the best possible system response

time possible. Because of the overriding concern for response

time this was assigned a value of 1 and the others were

assigned a value of 0. The best allocation method for this

scenario was total replication (all nodes) as it had the lowest

value of .500.
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SCENARIO

ALLOCATION \ A B C D E F

ALL NODES 0.56 0.87 0.55 0.71 0.96 0.50

GREATEST QUERY 0.36 0.64 0.71 0.94 0.87 0.97
LEAST UPDATE 0.34 0.62 0.62 0.88 0.84 0.84

OPTIMAL MULTIPLE 0.72 0.73 0.75 0.84 0.80 0.83

OPTIMAL SINGLE 0.33 0.59 0.59 0.84 0.80 0.79

Figure 4.10. Output of Decision Function by Scenario

SCENARIO

ALLOCATION \ A B C D E F

ALL NODES 4 5 1 1 5 1

GREATEST QUERY 3 3 4 5 4 5
LEAST UPDATE 2 2 3 4 3 4

OPTIMAL MULTIPLE 5 4 5 3 1 3

OPTIMAL SINGLE 1 1 2 2 2 2

Figure 4.11. Ranking of Allocation Methods by Scenario

Figure 4.11 shows that the optimal multiple (redundant)

was only ranked 1 once. This can be explained in part by

*" understanding the term optimal was optimal only in a narrow

sense of the transmission time of the network and not the

overall delay. It was not knowing the distribution of the

network delay that led to the use of the simulation to compare

the allocation methods. The large resource cost of the optimal

redundant allocation acted as a penalty each time resource was

considered as a factor.
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.Wo The large storage cost of the total redundant allocation

also acted as a penalty for this method when storage was

considered as in cases A and B. In case C the storage cost

penalty was overshadowed by importance of query responses in

this network and that for this allocation there is no network

cost associated with queries. Whenever queries were of

primary concern as in cases C and F or of equal concern with

updates and no consideration of storage as in case D, total

redundant allocation was the 1st choice.

The ranking of the optimal nonredundant allocation in all

cases either 1 or 2 indicates the efficiency of centrally

locating the data items in terms of the network median based on

*the message load per data item and the low -ost of storage

*asso-iated with this al' :f'anon method.
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions

This thesis analyzed the problem of selecting among

different data allocation methods the best one for a

distributed database. The selection involved complicated and

multiple criteria. There were trade-offs in the different

allocation methods criteria, such as faster response times with

more storage cost or a more complex allocation method and its

associated higher resource cost of computational time.

Data from the Army Maneuver Control system was not readily

&.0 available for this study. A simulation test network using

0
different data allocation methods was constructed. The

simulation had the advantage of allowing a comparison study to

b*- made in the absence of actual data from a distributive

database network. Several days of network activity were

simj.ated in Just a few hours. The simulation allowed for

message delay into the system response times, even though the

exae-t notwork distribution rf delay time was not known.

On thP basis of the simulation study and the analysis of

th#- output of the derisio(n function for the given case

s-enarios, the follnwinq (onclusions are drawn:

1. Thie sim.;lat ion heIped gain greate-r insight into the
allocatio-n pr,)blem and the factors to be considered in a

* sepr ion pro'-ess.
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2. The allocation selected changed based on which system
performance criteria, such as query remote, was considered.

3. The allocation selected sometimes changed based on the
system load.

4. The allocation selected changed based on the importance
assigned to the cost of storage and the computational
complexity of each allocation method.

5. The decision function proposed included all the factors
which affect the selection of one allocation method over

* another method. The function allowed for weighting of the
system response time criteria and system load.

*6. The decision function is network independent. Given system
data from an actual distributed database network, the

* decision function could be applied to aid in the complex
decision of which data allocation method would be best for
the network.

7. The optimal allocation methods were optimal only in the
area of network transmission time; not in transmission
delay time or storage cost.

S8. The pilot work required for each set of simulations was
time intensive even for the small test network. The
combinations of factors which could be tested for even this
size network grew to be complicated quite fast. Only 3

* factors required 20 different combinations of simulation
runs.

Recommendations

Based on the assumptions in chapter 1 and the lessons

learned during this study , the following recommendations are

made:

1. The automated methods of data allocation need to be
* expanded to include the storage constraint for each node.

2. The automated methods of data allocation need to be
expanded to include the constraint of the user or in the
case of MCS the Commander designating certain critical
data items to be assigned to particular nodes.
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3. The automated methods of data allocation need to be
adapted to allow for storing data based on a
priority scheme of those items deemed critical by the user
or Commander first and then allocating noncritical data
items.

4. The automated methods need to have a routine added which
would measure execution time to within 1/100th of a
second. This time could be used as a basis for cost of
resource (in terms of time) to execute an allocation
method.

5. The simulation model needs to be enlarged to study the
impact of different network configurations on the system
performance criteria and the different allocation methods.

6. The simulation model needs to be enlarged to study the
impact of the network configurations being unreliable on
the system performance criteria and the different
allocation methods.

7. MCS estimates of update and query rates and system
processing times need to be made since they were not
available for this study or for validation of a simulation
model specifically for the MCS.

8. The optimal nonredundant method assigned a data item based
on the median cost node of these two message types. A
possible allocation heuristic based on the ratio of update
to query messages at a node or collection of nodes should
be explored.

9. A statistical package, such as SAS on the CSC at AFIT,
should be installed on the ICC.

10. The Fortran 77 compiler on the ICC should be upgraded to
the same version as on the SSC or ASC.

Summary

The allocation of data in a distributed database is a

complex problem. Many issues such as replication of data to

ensure survivability of a military network were not covered in

this research. This thesis effort addressed multiple factors

impacting on an allocation scheme such as message response

time, storage cost, and resource cost to execute the allocati ,n
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P 00 method. A framework or methodology for relating and evaluating

the multiple and sometimes conflicting factors was presented in

the form of a decision function. The decision function can be

used in future research in evaluating new proposed heuristics

in data allocation or used in evaluating the impact of any

additional factors addressed in the recommendations. The

decision function can be used now by network managers as a

decision tool in selecting among competing data allocation

schemes for an existing distributed system.
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Appendix A: Source Code

For the source code for the automated allocation methods

and the SLAM II network code for the 6 node network

configuration write to:

Air Force Institute of Technology
School of Engineering
ATTN: Dr. Hartrum AFIT/ENG
Wright Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433.

6%
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Appendix B: ANOVA Tables for Simulation Data

SAS, a statistical package, was used to perform an

analysis of variance (ANOVA) which tested the null hypothesis

that there was no difference for any of the system

performance criterion due to system load, allocation method,

queuing discipline, or their interactions. SAS was also used

to run Duncan multiple-range tests on all main effects of the

model with the queuing effect removed. All tests and analysis

was performed at a 95% confidence level.

Figures B.1 - B.4 are the ANOVA tables of the null

hypothesis for system performance criterion of messages update

local, update remote, query local, and query remote also

referred by the labels Tl, T2, T3, and T4 respectively. The P

> F column for the queuing factor and all -nteractions with

queuing is greater than 0.05. This means these factors were

not significant to the model for any of the performance

criterion times.

The SAS program model was modified to include the queuing

factor and its interaction in with the sum of error to make a

more simple model. Figures B.5 - B.8 are the ANOVA taLPs of

the modified model of significant factors only. The R-Square

value for the new model for each system time was -lo!e to the

)Id model verifinq that the simpler model still txplained the

data variance well. The P-Square of the model was expected to
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be higher for T2 and T4 as these times included network

transmission time as addressed by all the allocation methods.

DEPENDENT VARIABLE: T1 UPDATE LOCAL

CLASS LEVELS VALUES

ALLOC 5 ALL NODES,GREATEST QUERY,LEAST UPDATE,
OPTIMAL MULTIPLE,OPTIMAL SINGLE

LOAD 2 HIGH,LOW
QUEUE 2 FIFO,PRIORITY

NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET = 120

SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE

MODEL 19 1.34063119 0.07055954
ERROR 100 0.20511883 0.00205119
CORRECTED TOTAL 119 1.54575002

MODEL F 34.40 PR > F = 0.0001

R-SQUARE C.V. ROOT MSE Tl MEAN
0.867301 3.7336 0.04529005 1.21305576

SOURCE DF ANOVA SS F VALUE PR > F

ALLOC 4 0.53998610 65.81 0.0001
LOAD 1 0.42044112 204.97 0.0001
ALLOC*LOAD 4 0.37374611 45.55 0.0001
QUEUE 1 0.00015386 0.08 0.7847
ALLOC*QUEUE 4 0.00412646 0.50 0.7336
LOAD*QUEUE 1 0.0089589 0.44 0.5102
ALLOC*LOAD*QUEUE 4 6.00128165 0.16 0.9598

Figure B.I. ANOVA Update Local for Null Hypothesis
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE: T2 UPDATE REMOTE

CLASS LEVELS VALUES

ALLOC 5 ALL NODES,GREATEST QUERY,LEAST UPDATE,
OPTIMAL MULTIPLE,OPTIMAL SINGLE

LOAD 2 HIGH,LOW

QUEUE 2 FIFO,PRIORITY

NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET = 120

SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE
MODEL 19 9.33018578 0.49106241
ERROR 100 0.48252226 0.00482522
CORRECTED TOTAL 119 9.81270804

MODEL F 101.77 PR > F = 0.0

R-SQUARE C.V. ROOT MSE T2 MEAN
0.950827 4.3428 0.06946382 1.59952437

SOURCE DF ANOVA SS F VALUE PR > F

ALLOC 4 1.69922999 88.04 0.0001
LOAD 1 3.84018260 795.86 0.0
ALLOC*LOAD 4 3.78715002 196.22 0.0
QUEUE 1 0.00032560 0.07 0.7956
ALLOC*QUEUE 4 0.00205646 0.11 0.9800
LOAD*QUEUE 1 0.00015738 0.03 0.8570
ALLOC*LOAD*QUEUE 4 0.00108372 0.06 0.9940

Figure B.2. ANOVA Update Remote for Null Hypothesis
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE: T3 QUERY LOCAL

CLASS LEVELS VALUES

ALLOC 5 ALL NODES,GREATEST QUERY,LEAST UPDATE,
OPTIMAL MULTIPLE,OPTIMAL SINGLE

LOAD 2 HIGH,LOW
QUEUE 2 FIFO,PRIORITY

NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET = 120

SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE

MODEL 19 1.54960446 0.08155813
ERROR 100 0.29477322 0.00294773
CORRECTED TOTAL 119 1.84437768

MODEL F = 27.67 PR > F = 0.0001

R-SQUARE C.V. ROOT MSE T3 MEAN
0.840177 4.4579 0.05429302 1.21790591

SOURCE DF ANOVA SS F VALUE PR > F

ALLOC 4 0.53332573 45.23 0.0001
LOAD 1 0.54477721 184.81 0.0001
ALLOC*LOAD 4 0.46818605 39.71 0.0001
QUEUE 1 0.00112576 0.38 0.5380
ALLOC*QUEUE 4 0.00091147 0.08 0.9890
LOAD*QUEUE 1 0.00028570 0.10 0.7562
ALLOC*LOAD*QUEUE 4 0.00099254 0.08 0.9871

Figure B.3. ANOVA Query Local for Null Hypothesis
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE: T4 QUERY REMOTE

CLASS LEVELS VALUES

ALLOC 5 ALL NODES,GREATEST QUERY,LEAST UPDATE,

OPTIMAL MULTIPLE,OPTIMAL SINGLE
LOAD 2 HIGH,LOW
QUEUE 2 FIFO,PRIORITY

NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET = 120

SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE

MODEL 19 116.15542910 6.11344364
ERROR 100 0.95117374 0.00951174
CORRECTED TOTAL 119 117.10660283

MODEL F = 642.73 PR > F = 0.0

R-SQUARE C.V. ROOT MSE T4 MEAN
0.991878 5.2008 0.09752814 1.87524922

SOURCE DF ANOVA SS F VALUE PR > F

ALLOC 4 110.22873311 2897.18 0.0
LOAD 1 4.37256060 459.70 0.0001
ALLOC*LOAD 4 1.53899829 40.45 0.0001
QUEUE 1 0.00869100 0.91 0.3414
ALLOC*QUEUE 4 0.00268773 0.07 0.9908
LOAD*QUEUE 1 0.00054297 0.06 0.8117

ALLOC*LOAD*QUEUE 4 0.00321540 0.08 0.9870

Figure B.4. ANOVA Query Remote for Null Hypothesis
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE: Ti UPDATE LOCAL

CLASS LEVELS VALUES

ALLOC 5 ALL NODES,GREATEST QUERYLEAST UPDATE,
OPTIMAL MULTIPLE,OPTIMAL SINGLE

LOAD 2 HIGHLOW
QUEUE 2 FIFO,PRIORITY

NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET = 120

SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE

MODEL 9 1.33417333 0.14824148
ERROF 110 0.21157669 0.00192342

0 CORRECTED TOTAL 119 1.54575002

MODEL F a 77.07 PR > F = 0.0

R-SQUARE C.V. ROOT MSE TI MEAN

0.863124 3.6154 0.04385686 1.211055 s-,

SOURCE DF ANOVA SS F VALUE PR F

ALLOC 4 0.53998610 '0.' 0.000

LOAD 1 0.42044112 218." 0.LQ
ALLOC*LOAD 4 0.37174611 48.',P 0.00 I

Figure B.5. ANOVA Update Local for Significa-1 Fa-t nr
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE: T2 UPDATE REMOTE

CLASS LEVELS VALUES

ALLOC 5 ALL NODES,GREATEST QUERY,LEAST UPDATE,
OPTIMAL MULTIPLE,OPTIMAL SINGLE

LOAD 2 HIGH,LOW
QUEUE 2 FIFO,PRIORITY

NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET = 120

SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE

MODFL 9 9.32656262 1.03628474
ERROR 110 0.48614542 0.00441950
CORRECTED TOTAL 119 9.81270804

MODEL F = 234.48 PR > F = 0.0

R-SQUARE C.V. ROOT MSE T2 MEAN
0.950458 4.1562 0.06647935 1.59952437

SOURCE DF ANOVA SS F VALUE PR > F

E[LC 4 1.69922999 96.12 0.0001
LOAD 1 3.84018260 868.92 0.0
I 1 'C*LOAD 4 3.78715002 214.23 0.0

Figurp B.0). AN9VA Update Remote for Significant Factors
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE: T3 QUERY LOCAL

CLASS LEVELS VALUES

ALLOC 5 ALL NODES,GREATEST QUERY,LEAST UPDATE,
OPTIMAL MULTIPLE,OPTIMAL SINGLE

LOAD 2 HIGH,LOW
QUEUE 2 FIFO,PRIORITY

NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET = 120

SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE

MODEL 9 1.54628899 0.17180989
* ERROR 110 0.29808869 0.00270990

CORRECTED TOTAL 119 1.84437768

MODEL F = 63.40 PR > F = 0.0

R-SQUARE C.V. ROOT MSE T3 MEAN
0.838380 4.2743 0.05205667 1.21790591

SOURCE DF ANOVA SS F VALUE PR > F

ALLOC 4 0.53332573 49.20 0.0001
LOAD 1 0.54477721 201.03 0.0001
lkl.[.C'LOAD 4 0.46818605 43.19 0.0001

Fi-,Jr- B.7. ANOVA Query Local for Significant Factors
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* DEPENDENT VARIABLE: T4 QUERY REMOTE

CLASS LEVELS VALUES

ALLOC 5 ALL NODES,GREATEST QUERY,LEAST UPDATE,
OPTIMAL MULTIPLE,OPTIMAL SINGLE

LOAD 2 HIGH,LOW
QUEUE 2 FIFO,PRIORITY

NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET - 120
.5

* SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE

MODEL 9 116.14829200 12.90447689
* ERROR 110 0.96631084 0.00878464

CORRECTED TOTAL 119 117.10660283

MODEL F = 1468.98 PR > F = 0.0

R-SQUARE C.V. ROOT MSE T4 MEAN
0.991748 4.9981 0.09372643 1.87524922

SOURCE DF ANOVA SS F VALUE PR > F

ALLOC 4 110.22873311 3136.97 0.0
LOAD 1 4.37256060 497.75 0.0
ALLOC*LOAD 4 1.53899829 43.80 0.0001

Figure B.8. ANOVA Query Remote for Significant Factors
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Figure B.5 through B.8 all showed in the column "PR > F"

for the load and allocation factor and their interaction,

values less than 0.050. This meant the factors were

significant at the 5% alpha level. Based on this fact, the

model was modified to provide a post hoc test to tell which

factors were significantly different from each other. The

Duncan multiple-range test was a post hoc test available in

SAS.

Letters are used in the Duncan multiple-range test output

to show factor groupings. Factors with the same letter are not

significantly different from each other. The Duncan multiple-

range test compares differences of means by groups. The means

of the factors are part of the Duncan grouping output. Figure
0

B.9, B.11, B.13 and B.15 are summary output of the SAS Duncan

grouping for Update local, Update remote, Query local, and

Query remote respectively. Figures B.10, B.12, B.14, and B.16

are summary output of the Duncan grouping computed outside of

SAS for the interaction effects between allocation and load.
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*DUNCAN GROUPING MEAN TI N ALLOCATION

A 1.33245 24 ALL NODES

B 1.22931 24 OPTIMAL MULTIPLE

C 1.19354 24 GREATEST QUERY

C 1.17565 24 LEAST UPDATE

D 1.13432 24 OPTIMAL SINGLE

DUNCAN GROUPING MEAN TI N LOAD

A 1.272248 60 HIGH

B 1.153864 60 LOW

Figure B.9. Duncan Range Test for Update Local Main Effects

*ALLOCATION LOAD N MEAN Ti DUNCAN GROUPING

ALL NODES HIGH 12 1.49141 A

OPTIMAL MULTIPLE HIGH 12 1.30053 B

GREATEST QUERY HIGH 12 1.23932 C

LEAST UPDATE HIGH 12 1.20067 D

ALL NODES LOW 12 1.17348 D E

OPTIMAL MULTIPLE LOW 12 1.15807 E F

LEAST UPDATE LOW 12 1.15063 E F

GREATEST QUERY LOW 12 1.14775 E F

OPTIMAL SINGLE LOW 12 1.13935 E F

OPTIMAL SINGLE HIGH 12 1.12927 F

Figure B.10. Duncan Range Test for interaction Update Local
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DUNCAN GROUPING MEAN T2 N ALLOCATION

A 1.72225 24 GREATEST QUERY

B 1.65971 24 ALL NODES

B 1.64354 24 LEAST UPDATE

C 1.59659 24 OPTIMAL SINGLE

D 1.37554 24 OPTIMAL MULTIPLE

DUNCAN GROUPING MEAN T2 N LOAD

A 1.77841 60 HIGH

B 1.42063 60 LOW

Figure B.11. Duncan Range Test for Update Remote Main Effects

ALLOCATION LOAD N MEAN T2 DUNCAN GROUPING

ALL NODES HIGH 12 2.19256 A

GREATEST QUERY HIGH 12 1.81773 B

LEAST UPDATE HIGH 12 1.72815 C

OPTIMAL SINGLE HIGH 12 1.66368 D

GREATEST QUERY LOW 12 1.62677 E

OPTIMAL SINGLE LOW 12 1.52949 F

LEAST UPDATE LOW 12 1.55891 F

OPTIMAL MULTIPLE HIGH 12 1.48993 G

OPTIMAL MULTIPLE LOW 12 1.26114 H

ALL NODES LOW 12 1.12684 1

Figure B.12. Duncan Range Test for Interaction Update Remote
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DUNCAN GROUPING MEAN Ti N ALLOCATION

A 1. 3262c 24 ALL NODES

B 1.26789 24 GREATEST QUE EY

C 1.19427 24 OPTIMAL MULTIPLE

D C 1.16787 24 LEAST UPDATE

D 1.1392i 24 OPTIMAl. SIN(L

DUINCAN GROUPING MEAN T3 N LOAD

A 1.285284 60 HIGH

B 1.150528 60 LOW

Figure B.13. Duncan Range Test for Query Local Main Effects

* ALLOCATION LOAD N MEAN T3 DUNCAN GROUPING

ALL NODES HIGH 12 1.48598 A

GREATEST QUERY HIGH 12 1.37786 B

OPTIMAL MULTIPLE HIGH 12 1.24079 C

LEAST UPDATE HIGH 12 1.18937 D

GREATEST QUERY LOW 12 1.15791 D E

ALL NODES LOW 12 1.15459 E

OPTIMAL MULTIPLE LOW 12 1.14775 E

LEAST UPDATE LOW 12 1.14637 E

OPTIMAL SINGLE LOW 12 1.14600 E

OPTIMAL SINGLE HIGH 12 1.13248 E

Figure B.14. Duncan Range Test for interaction Query Local
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* ALLOCATION LOAL) N MEAN T4 DUNCAN GROUP ING

GREATEST QUERY HIGH 12 1.9694 A

LEAST UPDATE HIGH 12 2.54276 HS

OPTIMAL MULTIPLE HIGH 12 2.38588 C

'a GREATEST QUERY LOW 12 2.15445 C D

OPTIMAL SINGLE HIGH 12 2.33608 D

LEAST UPDATE LOW 12 2.11658 E

OPTIMAL MULTIPLE LOW 12 1.99595 F

OPTIMAL SINGLE LOW 12 1.95481 G

ALL NODES HIGH 12 0.Oed@@ H

ALL NODES LOW 12 0.80000 H

Figure B.16. Duncan Range Test for interaction Query Remote
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